Curriculum Overview for Year 1
English

Reading

Writing

Spell words with knows phonemes
Begin to know alternative phonemes

Compose a sentence orally before writing

Computing

Create moods

Read by blending

Name primary and secondary colours

List to wide range of stories, poems and
NF

Form lowercase letters in the correct direction

Art & Design

Apply phonic knowledge to decode words
Re-read books to build fluency

Hold a pencil correctly

Autumn Term Cycle 1

Leave spaces between words

Become familiar with traditional tales
and re-tell

Write a simple chronological

Participate in book discussions

Use a full stop to end a sentence

Use technology safely and how
to discuss e-safety concerns
Understand algorithms that progress and follow precise instructions

Use pencils to create different line
thickness

Design and Technology

Geography

Join materials and use appropriate tools

Say address

Make puppets with moving parts

To count forwards and backwards from any number to 20

Explain how the weather changes in seasons

Count, read and write numbers to 20

Explain appropriate clothing

Mathematics

Ask and answer questions about weather

Represent numbers with objects and pictorial representations
Use number bonds to add and subtract number to 10
Write and read + - = signs

Music

PSHE

Solve one step problems
Recognise common 20 and 30 shapes

6Rs

Voices curriculum

New School Rules

Choose sounds to represent things
Respond to moods in music
Explain likes and dislikes

Science
Seasonal changes
Classify and sort animals
Link body parts to the senses

Ask and answer simple questions
Use equipment to make observations
Conduct simple tests
Suggest what the results show

History
Identify old, new , a long
time ago
Spot old and new in pictures
Discuss changes within
living memory

Physical

Education

Religious

Education

Gym—travelling

Christianity—The Church

Games—Bat and Ball games

What do some people do because they believe in God

